2020 eSchoolData User Conference

Pre-Conference Sessions

Wednesday (05/06) @ Saratoga National Golf Club

BOCES Partner Meeting
This session will specifically for our BOCES partners.

FastBridge User Meeting/Interactive Training Session
This session is for those eSchoolData districts already using, or in the process of deploying, FastBridge. There will be a review of new features in the system as well as enhancements to the user experience scheduled for the upcoming year. During our interactive training session, we will review best practices for how to use FastBridge and work through issues districts have been experiencing.

eduCLIMBER Interactive Training Session
This session is for those eSchoolData districts already using or piloting eduCLIMBER. There will be a review of features in the system as well as expected enhancements to the user experience scheduled for the upcoming year. During our interactive training session, we will review best practices for how to use eduCLIMBER and work through any issues that districts have been experiencing.

State Reporting
So many changes, so little time! In this session, we will show you how to use eSchoolData to meet new reporting requirements, including the new incidental teaching assignment indicator, code updates, and more. In addition, we will cover the tools that are available within eSchoolData to help your district comply with the Civil Rights Data Collection submission requirements.

District Spotlight Presentations
This session will feature solutions being used in conjunction with eSchoolData to better enhance user experience. The goal is to spotlight what some of our districts are doing today that could have a positive impact for all eSchoolData users. These sessions and presenters are being finalized, and more detail will be available as part of the finalized agenda, which will be released in a few weeks.
2020 eSchoolData User Conference

Conference Sessions

Thursday (05/07) @ Saratoga National Golf Club

User Experience Workshop
Meet our experts and learn the art and science of user experience design. In these sessions, we’ll cover best practices and work with attendees to identify opportunities to improve end user experience within the eSchoolData main application. The information we uncover during these sessions will help inform our UI refresh over the coming year, so don’t miss it.

2-D Law Panel Discussion
With the adoption of Part 121, districts will face new privacy and security requirements related to student, teacher, and districts data. In this session, district administrators will discuss their approach for complying with these new requirements, as well as the applicable tools available within eSchoolData to support the effort.

Online Registration User Group
Calling all Online Registration experts! In this session, we invite all subscribers of the Online Registration module to share their experiences implementing this feature. We will discuss opportunities to improve the module while prioritizing our backlog of Online Registration enhancement requests.

GURU Dashboard User Group
Are you a GURU? Do you use dashboards to make data-driven decisions? If so, we want to hear from you! This session is intended for GURU power users and will explore opportunities to provide even more visualizations for your administrators and staff via our GURU Dashboards.

Synchronizing Outcomes
Have assignments or assessments in a third-party product? Need to get assessment scores into eSchoolData? Our commitment to interoperability has led to the development of a variety of industry-standard integration options that can support your mission. Join us to learn how these tools can help your district easily synchronize outcome data across your ecosystem of ed-tech products.

State Reporting
So many changes, so little time! In this session, we will show you how to use eSchoolData to meet new reporting requirements, including the new incidental teaching assignment indicator, code updates, and more. In addition, we will cover the tools that are available within eSchoolData to help your district comply with the Civil Rights Data Collection submission requirements.

Enhancement Roundtable
After an exciting day of collaboration with colleagues and peers, join us to review and prioritize the enhancement requests we received during the user conference. In this session, we will discuss the most popular requests and design solutions that best address the needs for our customers.